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fur Exclusive Personal Accident cover for
Motor Takaful Poli cyholders from
Amina TakafulMaldives
Republic ofMaldives, Male' Ciry, September 2l't 2Dl4z

Dhahanaa Safe Driue is the innovative 24 hour cover for Motor Takaful policy holders. More often
than not, 'Accidents' are associated with traffic movements. Experience however tells us that injuries and
possibly death can happen in surroundings regarded as more 'safe areas' - like homes, offices etc. While a
standard comprehensive motor Takaful will have the option of extending cover to owner as either a driver
or passenger of the vehicle, the scope of cover will be limited to an accident whilst in the vehicle. Dhahanaa
Safe

Drive however is complete protection whether one is at home, on the road, in office or even a public

are

like restaurants.

"It

is important to understand the needs of the Clients. There is a general need among clients for additional

protection in a situation where there is an accident anywhere resulting in injury or death. Personal accident

to corporate entities for employees. But taking into account the level to which
people can be exposed, Amana Takaful (Maldives) nI-C thought of extending our reach to our clients who
are holders of any motor Takaful Policy. While not restricting the benefit to only road accidents, it also is
covers are generally offered

priced very affordably" Said Mr. Hareez Sulaiman, Managing Director.

Any Motor Takaful policy holder can apply for Dhahanaa Safe driue, which offers the cover limit of MVR

MVR 60. It also provides the flexibility of extending the
limit to MVR. 150,000 per annum. This shall permit an individual to apply up to five policies. Policies are
30,000 per annum for an affordable price of just

issued over the counter in ticket form based on submission of the National ldentity Card.

in offering what clients want and focuses on customizing its solutions. The wide
range of General Takaful solutions offered by the company at present include, Motor, Hull, Medical,
Amana takaful believes

Fire, Marine and various miscellaneous cover.
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